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In the rare condition of achiasma, the visual cortex in each hemisphere receives information from both halves
of the visual field. How is this ‘‘doubling’’ of information accommodated in V1? In this issue of Neuron,
Hoffmann et al. (2012) investigate the cortical consequences of this anomaly.
On their way to the brain, optic nerves
from the two eyes in several animal
species pass through the striking anatomical formation called the optic chiasm.
Interest in the optic chiasm can be traced
at least as far back as Galen, who in the
1st century AD described the structure
as resembling the letter chi. Until the
17th century, it was believed (most
notably by Descartes) that although the
two optic nerves came close at the
chiasm, they did not actually cross over
(Figure 1). A more accurate understanding
of the chiasm began with Isaac Newton
(Sweeney, 1984). Although there is no
record of Newton ever having performed
any dissections of the chiasm, he
correctly predicted that some nerves
from the two eyes should cross over to
the other side at the chiasm to subserve
binocular vision. Precisely how this
crossing is accomplished has been a topic
of great interest in recent years. A large
body of research has explored the cellular
and molecular biology of chiasm development (reviewed in Jeffery, 2001).
For the vast majority of humans and
many other animals, Newton’s prediction
holds true. At the chiasm, nerve fibers
carrying information from the nasal retina
cross over to the contralateral side. This
crossover enables information from the
left and right halves of the visual field to
be channeled to the lateral geniculate
nucleus and thence to the primary visual
cortex in the contralateral cerebral hemisphere. At a finer grain, projections from
the LGN are organized in such a way as
to bring together information from cells
that have roughly overlapping receptive
fields, a prerequisite, as Newton intuited,
for binocular perception.

In rare cases, anatomy deviates from
this schema. In a condition referred to as
‘‘achiasma,’’ the full complement of nerve
fibers from an eye terminate only in the
ipsilateral LGN, which then projects to
the corresponding half of the primary
visual cortex. V1 in each hemisphere
thus receives information about both left
and right visual fields. This brings up an
obvious question: how does neuronal
organization in the cortex change in
response to this drastic alteration in the
nature of the input?
There are various facets to this question. How is full visual space mapped
onto a cortical surface that under normal
circumstances is designed to handle
only a hemifield? What is the structure of
V1 receptive fields in achiasma? Are
connectivity patterns between the hemispheres altered by changes in their afferents? Answers to these questions can
yield interesting clues about the extent
and locus of reorganization possible in
the visual system. In this regard, studies
of achiasma are similar to those that
have explored cortical reorganization
following changes in sensory afferents
as in blindness or deafness (see review
in Merabet and Pascual-Leone, 2010).
However, unlike the latter where a rich
body of results has accumulated, little is
known about cortical organization in
achiasma due primarily to the rarity of
the condition.
In this issue, Hoffmann et al. (2012)
help alleviate some of the dearth of
knowledge about this condition. Before
we describe their findings, let us provide
some context by considering a few
options that outline the space of possibilities for their results. We focus specifically

on the issue of how the visual field in
achiasma might be mapped onto V1’s
surface.
1. Field restriction. The neural
resources of V1 in each hemisphere
are normally intended to process
only one hemifield’s worth of data.
‘‘Hardware’’
limitations
might
restrict the extent of area within
the full visual field that can be
analyzed by V1 in either hemisphere. Furthermore, the visual
field restriction can be different for
the contra- and ipsilateral hemifields.
2. Contiguous full-field representation. V1 in each hemisphere may
be remapped to represent the
entire visual field, with the two
hemifields placed side by side on
the cortical surface.
3. Disrupted retinotopy. The drastic
change in visual input might lead
to a disruption of systematic retinotopic maps and no coherent spatial
organization may be evident in V1.
4. Overlapped fields. Retinotopic
maps for both hemifields might be
spatially superimposed over the
extent of V1 in each hemisphere.
Which of these possibilities actually
holds in human achiasmic individuals?
Working with two subjects, Hoffmann
et al. (2012) present compelling fMRI
results in support of the fourth option.
There is no evidence of any field restriction either behaviorally or in imaging.
V1 in each hemisphere displays systematic retinotopic maps for both fields
that are precisely superimposed over
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Figure 1. Structure of the Optic Chiasm as Proposed by Descartes—Left—and Isaac Newton—Right
The former believed that the optic nerves came close together but did not cross at the chiasm. Newton correctly hypothesized, based on a theoretical analysis of
requirements for binocular vision, that there is a partial crossover of optic nerves at the chiasm (technically referred to as a partial decussation of the fibers). In rare
cases of achiasma, optic fibers behave as in Descartes’ conception.

each other. It is as if the visual world
were folded in half along the midline and
mapped onto the cortical surface. What
this implies is that a given section in V1
would receive information from two very
different regions in visual space arranged
in a mirror-symmetric manner about the
vertical midline. This is indeed what the
authors find using an elegant population
receptive field (pRF) mapping technique
(Dumoulin and Wandell, 2008). In addition
to retinotopy and pRF mapping, the
authors also examine white matter
connectivity patterns. They find no
notable differences in the DTI results obtained from normal subjects relative to
those in achiasma.
How can these results be explained? In
light of a prior study that had examined
LGN organization in achiasma (Williams
et al., 1994), the account for the current
results is appealingly straightforward. As
the authors describe it, the results point
to conserved connectivity patterns from
LGN to V1 and beyond. In other words,
these results suggest that there is no
large-scale neural reorganization beyond
the thalamus, despite the change in input
connectivity from the eyes to the thalamus. Figure 2 illustrates the basic idea.
Williams et al. (1994) have shown that in
achiasma, the LGN layers, normally
devoted to ipsi and contra eyes for the
same hemifield (Kandel et al., 2000), get
repurposed for the different hemifields
instead. If nothing about the optic radiation from the LGN to V1 changes, then
V1 units that normally would have
received inputs from corresponding

regions in space from the two eyes will
end up receiving inputs from potentially
widely separated regions, mirrored
across the vertical midline, from the
same eye.
While this explanation accounts for the
basic findings from Hoffmann et al., it
leaves open the issue of fine-scale reorganization. What is the nature of response
properties at the level of single V1 units?
The pRFs show a bilobed structure straddling the midline, but does this hold true
for individual neurons as well? Let us
consider a potential behavioral consequence of this possibility. If every neuron
were unable to distinguish between two
mirror-imaged locations (and for every
lobe position pair, the ambiguity were
the same for all neurons sensitive to either
of those two locations, i.e., every neuron
that had an rf lobe at location ‘‘A’’ necessarily had another lobe at the mirrorsymmetric location ‘‘B’’), then the ambiguity would be unresolvable and would
become manifest at the level of behavior,
i.e., a person with such an rf organization
would confuse left and right. However, as
Hoffmann et al. (2012) and earlier researchers (Victor et al., 2000) report, no
such confusions are apparent, suggesting that neurons do code for specific
locations unambiguously. The observed
bilobed structure of pRFs may be caused
by the clustering of neurons with unilobed
rfs at one or the other mirror-symmetric
positions.
A classical Hebbian learning-based
account (Hebb, 1949) also argues for unilobed rfs at the level of individual neurons
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in achiasma. In the normal visual pathway,
with appropriate decussation of optic
fibers at the chiasm, a given neuron in
V1 would receive inputs from the two
eyes from spatially close (or even identical) locations in the visual field. This
proximity would lead to a temporal
pattern of stimulation ideally suited for
Hebbian reinforcement of connections
(since the inputs from the two locations
would be temporally highly correlated). A
binocular V1 cell would be the result.
However, in achiasma, the same fibers
from LGN coincident on any location in
V1 carry information from two very disparate parts of the visual field. The temporal
activity in these fibers is likely to be largely
uncorrelated and to provide no support
for coupling via Hebbian reinforcement.
Individual V1 neurons, therefore, would
be driven by one or the other of these
fibers but not by both, leading to singlelobed rfs. It will be important for future
neurophysiological studies to empirically
verify this theoretical prediction. In animal
models of achiasma, do individual
neurons in the primary visual cortex
exhibit unilobed receptive fields and,
furthermore, for nearby V1 neurons, are
the locations of these lobes in visual
space mirrored about the vertical midline?
Beyond characterizing the receptive
field properties of individual V1 neurons
in achiasma, it would also be interesting
to elucidate the spatial arrangement of
small populations of neurons responding
to inputs from the two hemifields. Are
these neurons interdigitated randomly or
are there macropatterns, akin to ocular
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